For smart living applications, personal identification as well as behavior and emotion detection becomes more and more important in our daily life. For identity classification and facial expression detection, facial features extracted from face images are the most popular and low-cost information. The face shape in terms of landmarks estimated by a face alignment method can be used for many applications including virtual face animation and real face classification. In this paper, we propose a robust face alignment method based on the multi-feature shape regression (MSR), which is evolved from the explicit shape regression (ESR) proposed in Cao et al. (Int, Vis, 2014, 107:177-190, Comput). The proposed MSR face alignment method successfully utilizes color, gradient, and regional information to increase accuracy of landmark estimation. For face recognition algorithms, we further suggest a face warping algorithm, which can cooperate with any face alignment algorithm to adjust facial pose variations to improve their recognition performances. For performance evaluations, the proposed and the existing face alignment methods are compared on the face alignment database. Based on alignment-based face recognition concept, the face alignment methods with the proposed face warping method are tested on the face database. Simulation results verify that the proposed MSR face alignment method achieves better performances than the other existing face alignment methods.
Introduction
For smart living applications, the identification and behavior and emotion detection of a person become more and more important in our daily modern life. For identity verification and facial expression detection, the facial features extracted from the captured images are the most popular and lowcost information. The face shape in terms of the positions of landmarks is one of the important features. Once the face shape is extracted, the landmarks can be used for many applications including face animation for argument reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) and emotion detection and face recognition for smart living services. Face recognition has been widely investigated in academic and industrial communities due to the extraordinary demands of security controls in sensitive areas, device and machine accesses, internet secure usages, etc. In practical face recognition systems, for example, a low-computation and accurate system could be operated under various challenges, such as pose variations, illumination changes, and partial occlusions. To overcome the problem of facial pose variations, a suitable face alignment algorithm figured with an appropriate warping method becomes essential for face recognition.
Face alignment, which could locate the semantic key facial landmarks, such as facial contour, eye and mouth shapes, and nose and chin positions, is a necessary tool to estimate face contour and key facial characters in face images. From a captured facial image, the goal of face alignment is to minimize the difference between the estimated and ground true shapes defined by a set of facial landmarks. Over past decades, the shape estimation along the outer facial contour of a given facial image has been widely investigated for face alignment. The alignment algorithms can be generally categorized into optimizationbased and regression-based approaches. The optimizationbased algorithms depend on the design of error functions and optimization iterations. The most popular optimization-based algorithms include the active shape models (ASMs) [1, 2] and their extensions, called active appearance models (AAMs) [3] [4] [5] [6] . For both ASM and AAM, the generative landmark positions from rough initial estimations are trained by the point distribution to iteratively refine the results. The parametric shape models utilized to keep shape constraints are not flexible enough to fit the faces with large variations and partial occlusions. The regression-based algorithms [7, 8] utilize regression functions to directly map an image appearance to the target output. Because the complex variation is trained from a large dataset, the testing process becomes efficient in general. In 2012, Cao et al. proposed the explicit shape regression (ESR) method [9] and realized the shape constraint to attain a good face alignment in non-parametric manners.
As to face recognition, numerous successful algorithms were proposed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Over the past years, the subspace projection optimizations (SPO) with linear and non-linear approaches are the main research trends. The principal component analysis (PCA) [10] [11] [12] [13] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14] with linear approaches attempt to seek a low-dimensional subspace for computation reduction and performance improvement. The kernel PCA (KPCA) [15] [16] [17] and kernel LDA (KLDA) [18] [19] [20] [21] with non-linear projection approaches can uncover the underlying structure when the samples lie on a nonlinear manifold structure. The linear regression classification (LRC) proposed in [22] is simple in nature and effective in performance while the modular linear regression classification (MLRC) can deal with the occlusion problems. Simple computation in both training and testing procedures is the advantage of the above methods. Without re-training the existing candidates, the SPO face recognition methods can add the hyperplane of any new identity in the system directly. However, without any assistance, the SPO face recognition methods cannot achieve successful recognition in uncontrollable variations. Currently, some researches focused on contextual information and learning-based algorithms [23] [24] [25] . In [23] , the contextaware local binary feature achieves better robustness than the local feature descriptor such as LDA. The convolutional neural networks [24, 25] were introduced for face recognition to show better performance than the SPO approaches if a suitable deep network with a large tagged database is learnt. However, the learning approaches, which need intensive computation for training and testing computation, may not be suitable for real-time applications in current handheld devices. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed methods in this paper are described. In Section 2.1, the explicit shape regression (ESR) face alignment method is first reviewed. Section 2.2 introduces the proposed multi-feature shape regression (MSR) face alignment method in details. In Section 2.3, the alignmentbased face recognition with cross face warping is suggested to improve the performances of SPO face recognition methods. The detailed procedure of the cross warping method is described. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods, the performances of the proposed and existing face alignment methods are first evaluated on the famous face alignment database in Section 3. The face recognition performances with pose variations are then demonstrated on the face recognition database by using different SPO face recognition methods and different face alignment algorithms. In Section 4, the conclusions about this paper are finally addressed.
Methods
In this paper, we propose a robust face alignment method, which can estimate the positions of facial parameters and a cross face warping method to adjust the position of facial parameters. Thus, we can apply all SPO face recognition methods to the adjusted face image to achieve better recognition performance. The robust face alignment method is based on multi-feature shape regression (MSR) to achieve robust landmark estimation. With the estimated landmarks, a face cross warping method is proposed to reduce the pose variation of facial images such that the SPO face recognition methods can be improved to obtain better recognition performances.
Face alignment with shape regression
The face shape is generally defined by the positions of M selected landmarks as
where p m = (x m , y m ) denotes the position of the mth landmark in the facial image. To estimate M landmarks from a given facial image, we should design an effective face alignment method to estimate (x m , y m ), m = 1, 2, …., M. The explicit shape regression (ESR) algorithm [9] is a famous learning-based regression method. Figure 1 shows the basic framework of the ESR algorithm with a boosted regression process [26, 27] , which combines T weak regressors, R 1 , R 2 , …., R T , in an additive manner. Each regressor computes a shape increment δS from image features and updates the face shape as
Given N training data ðI i ;Ŝ i Þ for i = 1, 2, …, N, the regressors, R 1 , R 2 , …., R T , are sequentially learnt until the training error no longer decreases. The tth regressor R t is learnt by minimizing the regression error as
whereŜ i denotes the ground truth shape and S t−1 i is the estimated shape obtained from the previous (t − 1)th regressor. However, a simple weak regressor has the limited performance to reduce the error. For this reason, the two-level cascaded regression with the selected feature extraction as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the selected features are extracted by shape-indexed methods at each outer stage. Afterwards, each fern selects F of these features to infer an offset based on the correlation-based feature selection method. The fern-based regressor, shape-indexed feature, and correlation-based feature selection will be described in details as follows.
The fern is firstly applied for classification [26] and later used for regression [27] . In the ESR, each fern is composed of F features and thresholds. And the threshold is used to divide all the training samples into 2 F bins. After classification of all training samples, the regression output δS b in each bin b minimizes the alignment error of Ω b . The training samples falling into the bin as:
where S i denotes the estimated shape in the previous step. According to (4), δS b can be estimated by:
The training samples falling to the same bin own the same regression output, δS b . Each outer stage regressor generates P pixels, I(q k ), k = 1, 2, …, P randomly which are indexed relative to the nearest landmark of mean shape, as shown in 
between all possible two pixels are generated. The local features are more discriminative than the global ones. Pixels indexed by the same local coordinates have the same semantic meaning, but pixels indexed by the same global coordinates have different semantic meanings due to face pose variation. Most of the useful features are distributed around salient landmarks such as eyes, nose, and mouth. To form a fern, F out of P 2 features are selected by calculating the correlation between the features and the regression target, which is the difference between the ground truth shape and the current estimated shape. The optimization can be achieved while we generate a random unit vector, then project each regression target onto it. We finally estimate the correlation coefficient between feature values and the lengths of projections to find the optimal shape.
Multi-feature shape regression
The ESR algorithm detects the similarity of landmarks by the intensity difference of pixels as stated in (6); however, the characteristics of the landmarks are different not only with its pixel value. As shown in Fig. 3 , we should further check the similarity of their surroundings to improve the detection performance. The multi-feature shape regression (MSR) method replaces the pixel difference feature with the multiple features to achieve more robust landmark detection than the ESR method. In the first feature set, as shown in Fig. 3a , the color values of the pixel at p k is defined as
where r(p k ), g(p k ), and b(p k ) denote the red, green, and blue values of the pixel at p k for the kth selected landmark of the image, respectively. To achieve reliable results, the intensities of eight neighboring pixels in 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows as shown in Fig. 4 can be used for detecting the similarity of the landmarks. Thus, for the second feature set as shown in Fig. 3b , we use the regional values, v r k , at p k as 
For the last feature set, as shown in Fig. 3c , we choose the gradient magnitudes at p k defined as
where ∇ x (I(p k )) and ∇ y (I(p k )) denote the gradients along x and y directions are computed by horizontal and vertical Sobel filters, respectively. With pixel, region, and gradient features, the total difference between the jth pixel and the kth landmark at p k is expressed by
where w p , w r , and w g are the selected weights for the pixel, region, and gradient differences, respectively. In ( 
and
which denote the pixel, region, and gradient differences between the kth and jth pixels, respectively. Thus, the feature f k,j stated in (6) suggested in EST method is changed to the total difference as
in the proposed MSR method. To determine the weights depicted in (10), Table 1 shows the experimental results that exhibit landmark errors with different sets of weights. The pixel difference, which plays the main role in shape regression, is with the largest weight while the region and gradient differences, which are used for the feature refinements, are with slightly smaller weights. By experiments, we found that the weights with 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1 for pixel, region, and gradient differences, respectively, achieve the best performance for shape regression. It is noted that the above MSR concept can be extended to more features and can be applied for any landmark estimation of target objects.
Face warping method for alignment-based face recognition
Once the positions of the key landmarks are extracted by a face alignment method, they can be used for many applications such as face animation for argument reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) and emotion detection and face recognition for smart living services. In this section, we can use the face alignment to improve the performance of face recognition. Figure 5 shows the flow diagram of a typical alignment-based face recognition, which includes four major functions of face detection, face alignment, face warping, and face recognition. The face detection includes skin color detection, morphological operations, and Viola-Jones face detector [28] . The skin color is a simple and distinct feature for face detection to reduce the computation [29] . The morphological erosion and dilation are used to remove the noises of the detected skin areas. After morphological operation, the final face detection could be performed in large connected skin areas by Viola-Jones face detector. To improve SPO face recognition methods [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the alignment-based face recognition approach needs a good selection of landmarks and acquires a good warping algorithm to adjust the pose variation of face images. Figure 6 shows seven selected landmarks, including four eye canthi, one nose tip, and two mouth corners, which are used in the face warping method. After seven key landmarks are extracted by a face alignment method, we suggest a cross warping method to adjust the facial image with possible pose variation. First, three fitting lines are obtained by the least square method as shown in Fig. 7b . The horizontal eye (HE) line is detected by fitting four positions of landmarks on the canthi of eyes. The horizontal mouth (HM) line is obtained by two positions of landmarks on two mouth corners. The vertical nose (VN) line is found by fitting the position of the landmark at the nose and orthogonal to the HE and HM lines in the least square sense. Figure 8 shows the typical cross shapes, which are composed of VN and HE lines, of straight front, left-tilted, right-tilted, left-rotation, and right-rotation faces, will be used for adjusting the face alignment. The proposed cross warping method is described as follows.
For general facial images, the deformations could be mixed with tilted and rotated faces. The flow diagram of the cross warping method for correcting the face alignment is shown in Fig. 9 . Since the estimated landmarks could not be always correct, we need to detect the reliability of all the landmarks at the same time. It is rational that the two cross lines should be nearly orthogonal if the estimated landmarks are correct. Thus, the cross angle θ between the cross HE and VN lines is computed as (15) denotes the inner product. Before the warping process, we first compute the eye-tilted and nose-tilted angles. The eye-tilted angle α between the horizontal and the HE line is expressed as
while the nose-tilted angle β between the vertical and the VN lines is depicted by
If the angle of the cross is in range of 80°≥ θ ≥ 100°, the rotation angle for face alignment is the average of eye-titled and nose-tilted angles as
By setting the nose position as the center, the face image is rotated by affine transform with θ rot degrees and cropped. If the cross angle is out of 80°≥ θ ≥ 100°, the rotation angle is determined either by eye-tilted angle or nose-tilted angle. If there more than two landmarks on the HE line, the rotation angle will be determined by eye-tilted angle, α, if not, the rotation angle becomes β, the nose-tilted angle.
As to rotation left and right deformations as depicted in Fig. 8c, d , the image faces slightly rotate toward the left and right directions, respectively. Figure 10 exhibits three top views of rotation faces. For the normal face, the VN line will evenly divide the HE line into two equal arms as shown in Fig. 10b . However, the right-rotation face will produce a longer right arm and a shorter left arm as shown in Fig. 10a while the left-rotation face will produce a shorter right arm and a longer left arm as shown in Fig. 10c . For simplicity, we only allow the pointing face in + 6°a nd − 6°, The true angle warping angles, which is actually related to camera distance and focus length, with respect to the VN line, could be detected as − 6, − 3, 0, + 3 and + 6 by the ratio of segmented HE lengths separated by the VN line. If the face image is mixed with tilted and rotated variations, we should perform the adjustment of the tilt rotation first and then conduct the adjustment of rotation warping.
After warping transform of the face image, the facial image is adjusted to become a straight frontal face as Fig. 11a . Since the white (unknown) regions after affine transform are possibly yielded, the images are further cropped to 80% of the face image. Finally, the finally adjusted face image as shown in Fig. 11b will be used for face recognition.
Experimental results and discussion
For performance assessments of the proposed MSR face alignment, the experiments are divided into two main parts. For face alignment, the first part of simulations is performed to verify the alignment performance of the proposed MSR face alignment method while the second part is conducted to evaluate the recognition performance of alignment-based face recognition in use of the proposed MSR face alignment and cross warping methods.
Experiments for face alignment
In face alignment experiments, the proposed multi-feature shape regression (MSR), the explicit shape regression (ESR) [8] , and the other face alignment methods are compared on the LFPW [29] and HELEN [30] face alignment databases. The LFPW database contains 792 facial images for the training phase and 220 facial images for the testing phase. These facial images were taken at different poses, facial expression, and head rotation. Each facial image has 68 landmarks which were annotated manually. The HELEN face database contains 1000 facial images for the training phase and 330 facial images for the testing phase. Each facial image contains 194 landmarks which were also annotated manually.
In order to evaluate the performances, the average landmark error and failure rate are the two important criteria to assess the face alignment algorithms. The average landmark error for all N testing images is defined as
where (x landmarks of the testing image is more than 0.1, it will be treated as a fail case, and the number of the fail cases, f, is denoted as
Thus, the failure rate is defined as
In addition, the experimental results for face alignment with AR and FRGC databases will also be presented. Since the two databases do not provide the ground truth shapes, we just can show some selected samples of facial images and their estimated shape.
The proposed multi-feature shape regression (MSR) method considers total differences of pixel difference (pd), region difference (rd), and gradient difference (gd). The three compositions of the multiple features for MSR are shown in Fig. 12 . As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , the landmark errors and failure rates by using different combinations of multiple features for the proposed MSR are tested on LFPW and HELEN databases, respectively. Some selected facial images with the detected landmarks by the proposed MSR methods and the ESR method are also shown in Fig. 13 . Thus, the MSR face alignment method will use pixel difference (pd), region difference (rd), and gradient difference (gd) with 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1 weights for reminding simulations. For the comparisons of different face alignment methods, the LPCM (Localizing Parts of faces using a Consensus of Exemplars) [29] , ERT (Ensemble of Regression Trees) [31] , RCPR (Robust Cascaded Pose Regression) [32] , and SDM (Supervised Descent Method) [33] are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . The results show that the proposed MSR is better than other methods.
Experiments for face recognition
For face recognition experiments on AR database [34] , we select 100 subjects as shown in Fig. 14 , which are used for performance evaluation. Each subject contains 
Page 9 of 13 images, while AR7-AR18 are the synthesized ones. In face recognition experiments on FRGC database [35] , as shown in Fig. 15 , we also pick 100 subjects, which are used for performance evaluation. Each subject contains 12 images, where FRGC1-FRGC4 face images are the original images, while FRGC5-FRGC12 images are the synthesized ones. Each facial image is downsampled to 20 × 20 pixels.
To validate the proposed alignment-based face recognition system, the recognition performances achieved by the different algorithms will be simulated. The other face recognition algorithms used in the experiments include principal component analysis (PCA) [10, 11] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [15] , linear regression classification (LRC) [22] , modular linear regression-based classification (MLRC) [22] , sparse representation classification (SRC) [36, 37] , locality preserving projection (LPP) [38] , neighboring preserving embedding (NPE) [39] , improved principal component regression (IPCR) [40] , unitary regression classification (URC) [41] , linear discriminant regression classification (LDRC) [42] , and kernel linear regression classification (KLRC) [43] methods. From  Fig. 14, six original face images, AR1 , AR3, AR4, and AR5 for each identity are used for training while two original images AR2 and AR6 and four synthesized images are randomly selected for testing. From Fig. 15 , three original face images, FRGC2, FRGC3, and FRGC4, for each identity are used for training while the original image FRGC1 and two synthesized images are randomly selected for testing.
In face recognition experiments, the abovementioned face recognition algorithms are compared in three categories: (1) without alignment, (2) with ESR alignment, and (3) with MSR alignment. After face alignment by using the ESR and MSR methods, the face images both are adjusted by using the proposed conditional cross warping method for fair comparisons. Figure 16 shows the detected seven landmarks of some tested (normal and synthesized) images achieved by the ESR and MSR methods. The results also show that the MSR method has higher precision than the ESR method in landmark estimation on AR and FRGC databases.
If the testing face images are the normal face images, Tables 6 and 7 show the recognition performances on AR (AR2, AR6) and FRGC (FRGC1) databases, respectively. For the normal face images, it is noted that the ESR and the proposed MSR methods without any prior knowledges will still perform face alignment and face warping processes. The recognized results show that the proposed alignment-based face recognition systems are quite reliable while the proposed MSR shows better than the ESR method. For posed face images (synthesized face images), Tables 8 and 9 conditional cross warping processes can effectively overcome the problems of pose variations. The proposed MSR method achieves better performances than the ESR method not only in face alignment but also in face recognition. Among all face recognition algorithms, the SRC and URC methods in conjunction with the proposed alignment-based face recognition system perform better than the other face recognition methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, the multi-feature shape regression (MSR) method, which considers pixel difference, region difference, and gradient difference together, is first proposed. For face recognition applications, a cross warping method is suggested to achieve alignment-based face recognition. The proposed MSR face alignment method can help to precisely estimate seven key landmarks of face images. Simulation results show that the multi-feature shape regression (MSR) method, which utilizes more features computed from surrounding pixels, shows better alignment performance than the explicit shape regression (ESR) algorithm, which only uses pixel difference. With seven selected face key landmarks, including four eye canthi, one nose tip, and two mouth corners, we can use the positions of seven landmarks to find a cross shape, which is defined by the estimated horizontal-eye (HE) and vertical-nose (VN) lines. By the cross warping process, we can adjust the tilted face image back to normal face image to overcome the problem of pose variations for face recognition. The experimental results show that the MSR method performs better than the ESR and other face alignment algorithms on face alignment database. For alignment-based face recognition, the MSR face alignment algorithm with the cross warping method can help the SPO face recognition methods to achieve better recognition performances. Simulation results show that the proposed multi-feature shape regression (MSR) face alignment method achieves better performances in both face alignment and face recognition than the existing face alignment methods. Availability of data and materials The face alignment data is obtained from the LFPW and HELEN face alignment databases provided in [29, 30] , respectively. The face recognition data is retrieved from the AR and FRGC databases delivered in [34, 35] , respectively. As to the augment face images, the datasets generated for the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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